Atelier Ten are environmental design consultants who place sustainability at the centre of every project. They help clients achieve high-performance, sustainable, award-winning buildings that don’t waste energy or resources. By challenging themselves to do more with less, they are exploring what it means to make architecture part of the wider environmental system.

1. **Commit**  
   Commit to only owning and occupying assets that are net zero carbon in operation by 2030.

2. **Disclose**  
   Measure and publicly disclose energy consumption plus scope 1 & 2 operational carbon emissions from portfolio and identify performance gaps and opportunities to reduce carbon emissions while improving energy productivity.

3. **Act**  
   Develop and implement a carbon emissions reduction strategy that includes energy demand reduction targets, building measures to decarbonise grids, and renewable energy procurement.

4. **Verify**  
   Report progress annually against targets using locally relevant verification schemes (including certification and assurance) at asset and portfolio level. Provide verified data using local relevant reporting protocols for associated emissions.

5. **Advocate**  
   Demonstrate leadership through core business activities, to facilitate the wider uptake of net zero carbon buildings through supply chain.

---

**atelier ten**  
Environmental Design Consultants  

11 buildings  
3,000 m² total floor area  
500 tCO₂e portfolio carbon emissions  
300 employees  

---

a member of Green Building Council Australia, UKGBC and USGBC.